
The smarter way to ship.

Freight Club for

third-party logistics (3PL) users 



Why Freight Club?
With the rise in online demand for big and bulky

products, sellers of products like furniture,

exercise equipment, and major appliances are

finding that partnering with the right specialty

carrier is the key to a great delivery experience. 

Freight Club specializes in nationwide residential

delivery with seven service levels, including

White Glove and parcel delivery, and offers

secondary insurance protection. 

Best rates on 30+

carriers

Pre-vetted residential 

 delivery carriers

Full customer service,

and claims and insurance

management.

We offset 100% of the carbon

emitted during shipping
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3PL programs: 2 flexible options

Freight Club works with the 3PL to provide

shipping rates and services for each of their

clients. These rates can be rolled into a total

service package the 3PL provides to their client.

Warehouse, fulfillment, and shipping are included. 

The 3PL refers the retailer to Freight Club through

our Partner Program. Freight Club works directly

with the retailer to provide volume shipment rates

and services. This can be done via API integration

with the 3PL partner on the retailer's account. 

option 1 option 2
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Booking freight: 3 scalable options

Bulk product uploading is an ideal feature for

scaling businesses not quite ready for a

complete IT integration. Bulk product upload

allows you to easily quote or book up to 100

shipments through one upload via our web

portal.

Quickly run multiple comparative quotes all

in one place. Book shipping, create BOL

and shipping labels, tracking, and claims

management

Web Portal Bulk product

uploading
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Unlock the power of our restful API. Allows

you to fully integrate all data points including

quoting, booking, BOL, shipping labels, and

tracking through one simple integration

API integration



Offset every

shipment 
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In partnership with One Tree Planted, Freight Club

offsets 100% of the carbon emissions from shipping

at zero cost to our members. The program, which

plants carbon-absorbing trees,  supports

reforestation efforts in areas of California impacted

by wildfires. 

Proudly partnered with

One Tree Planted
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Let's stay in

touch
Contact

Gillian.D@FreightClub.com

www.FreightClub.com

Tech Support

Customer Success

Tech@FreightClub.com

Info@FreightClub.com

Gillian Dew

778-893-9141


